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Abstract
The rapid growth of demand for data in wireless communications has driven the mobile service carriers and the research

community to seek both effective technical and alternative solutions to the data demand problem. One particular solution,

content pre-staging, tries to push content as close to the mobile device as possible in order to lower demand at peak times.

Assuming the interesting case that mobile device storage could be made available as part of the mobile carrier’s system

capacity either directly by the end user or indirectly by the carrier, this paper investigates the potential economic impacts

on the mobile service business and various stakeholders of content pre-staging. We explore the economic implications of

content pre-staging by modeling the interplay among the mobile carrier, end users, and the content provider in a game

theoretic framework. The carrier designs pricing mechanisms to affect the behaviors of the content provider and end users

for the purpose of profit maximization. In particular, two prices are introduced, the price charged to the content provider to

pre-stage content on mobile device storage, and the monetary reward to compensate users for the usage of their mobile

device storage. Although the individual incentive of the carrier is not necessarily aligned with social incentives, the welfare

analysis of content pre-staging shows that the practice improves social welfare by increasing network efficiency. Local-

izing content increases the overall profitability of mobile service business which is positively related to the relevance of the

pre-staged content. The carrier’s pricing mechanisms determine the manner in which the increased profitability of the

business is shared by various interested parties. While the carrier may design prices strategically to retain a larger share of

the increased profitability, content pre-staging can benefit all the three parties in the game, i.e., the carrier gains in saved

capacity and new revenue, users gain QoE, content, and financial rewards for sharing mobile device storage, and the

content provider gains in increased revenue from increased content access.
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1 Introduction

Recent years have seen explosive demand for wireless data

across a wide range of mobile devices. Conventionally,

meeting the rising demand requires large amount of

investment in mobile capacity. Mobile service carriers may

be constrained by financial resources and/or motivation to

increase capacity as much as demand. Furthermore, given

the limited availability of wireless spectrum and the slow

process by which new spectrum is re-purposed [1], the

growth in the supply of wireless capacity is unlikely to

keep pace with the massive increase in access demand.

Mobile carriers are faced with the reality of both trying to

improve capacity via efficiency or acquisition whilst

simultaneously considering the economics of allocating

limited resources.

To cope with the increased demand for cellular data,

there have been significant research efforts to develop

techniques for minimizing the cellular network traffic and
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improving user Quality of Experience (QoE) [2–5]. From

the perspective of mobile carriers, techniques that increase

network efficiency with no requirement on significant

infrastructure changes can be quite appealing. The notion

of caching as a fundamental principle of Internet structure

has been a key driver of network efficiency since its initial

inception [6]. Content caching can be widely used

throughout the network to improve user QoE by reducing

the pressure on service providers. Unlike wired networks

whereby an in-network cache might reduce link bandwidth

needs, for the mobile Internet sector, the bottleneck is at

the access link where bandwidth is shared by all mobile

terminals. Mobile devices tend to operate best when they

all participate in the caching process due to changing link

quality and mobile dynamics. Unfortunately, caching tends

to be reactive, saving link capacity primarily against future

access needs but offering little benefit when the content is

first downloaded.

In contrast, content pre-staging is the process by which

content is proactively pushed to the mobile device itself

during off-peak times or via secondary access mechanisms

(e.g., device-to-device (D2D) caching [7]). It is a promis-

ing approach to improve access to web content in face of

exponential growth in cellular traffic with the pervasive-

ness of mobile devices and rich media services. When done

properly, pushing content to local cache in mobile termi-

nals can be quite effective [8].

This work is motivated by the interesting promise of

pre-staging and explores the economic impact on the

stakeholders, i.e., users, mobile carriers and content pro-

viders. Given the technical approaches the research com-

munity has proposed to deal with wireless traffic, there has

been a distinct lack of economic explorations of the tech-

niques regarding incentives and welfare implications from

both individual and social perspectives. In this paper, we

posit an interesting twist on content pre-staging and look at

the notion of content pre-staging from an economic point

of view. We ask the question about how the economics of

pre-staging may change if there exists some mechanism

whereby spare mobile device storage could be made

accessible to the mobile carrier via a well-defined API for

time shifting demand [9].

In the context of content pre-staging on mobile devices,

the carrier implements a content localization policy to

access the unused storage on mobile devices owned by end

users and manage the storage as part of its system capacity.

In the meantime, the carrier forms a contractual relation-

ship with content providers to pre-stage selected content on

mobile devices. The carrier may charge a content provider

to pre-stage content on mobile devices and reward end

users for the usage of their mobile device storage. Tradi-

tionally, Internet service providers (ISPs) and mobile car-

riers have used simple flat-rate broadband data plans for

both wired and wireless network access. With the popu-

larity of mobile devices and rapid increases in data

demand, carriers around the world have started to explore

alternative broadband access pricing, penalties, and

accounting mechanisms to manage their networks [10].

Notably, pre-staging content on mobile devices could

introduce new revenue streams for the carrier (e.g., content

providers may have the incentive to pay carriers to localize

their content to guarantee advertising income from smooth

delivery of advertisement), but creates at least two more

pricing questions for the carrier: how much to charge the

content provider for localizing content and how much to

reward end users for the usage of their mobile device

storage.

To address the aforementioned research questions, we

build a game theoretical model to study the interdependent

decision-making by the three major types of economic

agents involved in the content pre-staging practice in

mobile service. The three interested parties are the mobile

service carrier, the content provider, and the end users of

mobile services who are also the consumers of content. The

carrier sets the data access rate charged to the end users.

The carrier also needs to decide on the content pre-staging

rate charged to the content provider and the reward paid to

end users for the use of their mobile device storage, if any,

in case of content pre-staging. The model is formulated as a

mechanism design. End users decide on data demand and

the quantity of mobile device storage shared with the car-

rier. The content provider decides on the volume of content

to pre-stage. Actual data consumption of users and the

mobile storage users are willing to share and the quantity of

the content the provider is willing to pre-stage are the

messages they send as a function of their private infor-

mation. The carrier designs optimal pricing mechanisms to

induce the decision-making by end users and the content

provider to maximize profit. By modeling the interactions

of the three interested parties in the content pre-staging

game, we study the economic impacts of operator-acces-

sible mobile device storage on the mobile service business

as a whole and on individual stakeholders respectively. We

study how the pricing strategy of the mobile carrier may

affect social welfare and the sharing of economic gains

among stakeholders.

Specifically, our contributions include:

• Formulating the interactions among the mobile carrier,

the content provider, and end users in case of pre-

staging content on mobile devices as a mechanism

design in a game theoretic framework.

• Deriving the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium solu-

tions of the game.

• Evaluating the insights from model implications, such

as the social welfare implications of content pre-
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staging, financial incentives of individual parties, and

the effects of the mobile carrier’s pricing mechanisms,

etc.

The social welfare implications of content pre-staging

show that pushing content to local mobile device storage is

feasible by providing appropriate financial incentives to the

various stakeholders in the game. The subgame perfect

Nash equilibrium of the three-party game shows that con-

tent localization increases social welfare, i.e., the combined

economic well-being of the carrier, the content provider,

and end users, by increasing the overall efficiency and

hence profitability of the mobile service business. The

extent of the efficiency improvement depends on the rele-

vance of the pre-staged content and the initial severity of

network congestion. Pre-staging can also benefit each

individual party. First, end users receive improved QoE by

reducing delay in data delivering via scarce bottleneck link

since the content is readily available locally on their

devices. Users may additionally receive a reward in return

for renting their relatively cheap and unused storage. Users

also gain in consumer surplus while enjoying more content

access. Second, the carrier saves operating cost by time-

shifting demand. With proper pricing, the carrier can

maximize its profitability through new revenue from the

content provider to allow the content provider to optimize

its content delivery. Third, the content provider gains from

satisfied users and increased advertising revenue from more

content access by users. We note that the sharing of the

increased profitability of the business from localizing

content among stakeholders is arbitrary. The carrier has a

range of pricing choices to charge the content provider and/

or to reward end users to make them willing to cooperate

and manipulate the allocation of economic gains.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

provides a discussion on the related literature seeking

various solutions to reduce the backbone pressure on

mobile networks, and how our research fits in the literature.

Section 3 introduces a base model of a two-player game

that involves only the carrier and end users in the mobile

service business with no content pre-staging. The best

response of end users is studied and the optimal pricing

mechanism of the carrier is derived to induce profit max-

imization for the carrier. The base model serves as the basis

of comparison with the content pre-staging case. In Sect. 4,

an extended three-player game is developed by including

the content provider in the game in the scenario of pushing

content to mobile device storage. In Sect. 5, we search for

the feasible and optimal pricing strategies of the mobile

carrier and analyze the economic welfare implications of

content localization and the carrier’s pricing choice. We

also study the financial incentives of the three interested

parties. Section 6 provides numerical examples and

graphical illustrations to further demonstrate the model

solutions and implications. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes the

paper.

2 Related work

As we enter the big data era, there has been a constant back

and forth between the increasing demand for data and the

limited growth of bandwidth and capacity in mobile com-

munication technologies. In the mobile broadband domain,

mobile service providers have to maintain capacity suffi-

cient to satisfy the peak time demand for bandwidth to

guarantee user QoE. Demand uncertainties can lead to

under-supply of capacity during the peak time with the

consequence of capacity rationing among users, causing

unsatisfying user QoE while the same capacity would be

considered an over-supply during off peak periods. In

addition, the popularity of bandwidth-intensive mobile

applications and mobile devices also poses a huge burden

on the carriers to support the increasing wireless data traffic

to invest in developing advanced networks or to expand the

capacity of the current networks in an appropriate pace.

Caching has been a commonly used method to alleviate

network traffic. The store of recently-accessed content

allows faster access to the content in the future. Recently,

there has been a growing interest in more proactive tech-

niques to improve content caching called pre-fetching, a

method that caches selected content before it is actually

needed [11, 12]. Content caching and pre-fetching can

significantly reduce the mobile bottleneck link pressure and

improve the QoE of end users. Research shows that users

are highly likely to view the data in pre-fetched videos,

indicating a promising opportunity to reduce network load

[13]. Technical efforts searching for effective caching and

pre-fetching have ranged from characterizing data and

energy consumption by smartphone applications [14, 15] to

actively examining the efficiency of the data transfers

themselves [7, 8, 16].

Traditionally, cache pre-fetching happens at network

edges. For mobile networks, the bottleneck tends to be the

access link shared by multiple mobile terminals. To that

end, researchers have proposed to push the caching para-

digm further to implement a local cache on mobile devices

[8], i.e., content pre-staging. Since this practice requires the

availability of storage, an even more radical argument has

been made to allow mobile carriers to access the unused

mobile device storage for better time shifting of demand

[9]. Content pre-staging affects both the demand and sup-

ply side of the mobile network capacity. While on one hand

it time shifts demand to pre-fetch content during off-peak

time for users to access at peak time, it also makes content

providers to share the cost of capacity consumption along
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with end users. This paper focuses on an economic analysis

of carrier-accessible mobile device storage for content pre-

staging and illustrates the welfare impacts on mobile car-

riers, end users and content providers in a game theoretical

setting.

Notably, there are no magical solutions to the data

demand problem. Any technical or non-technical efforts

must work either on the supply side or the demand side or

both of the mobile system. For data demand management

for example, there has been research on time-dependent

pricing or peak-load pricing to smooth out data demand by

charging more on peak-time traffic [17]. By charging users

dynamically over time, time dependent pricing may flatten

the temporal fluctuations of demand by motivating users to

shift their usage to off-peak hours with lower price

[18, 19].

For the supply of network capacity, one way to keep up

financing capacity investment is to transfer the carriers’

costs to other parties such as content providers. One recent

proposal is content sponsoring that charges content provi-

ders instead of users for resources consumed in accessing

the content [20–26]. The additional revenue streams will

allow carriers to have the financial resources to build

capacity. Content sponsoring however, does not necessarily

alleviate the problem of matching limited network capacity

with network demand because users may choose to con-

sume more content when their content consumption is

sponsored (at lease partially) by content providers. Both

time dependent pricing and content sponsoring are affili-

ated with smart data pricing (SDP) concept, a broad set of

ideas that goes beyond the traditional flat-rate or byte-

counting models [10]. SDP is an umbrella term for a

variety of pricing practices that have been proposed in

recent years as opposed to the traditional flat-rate model.

Human mobility has been considered for caching and

content delivery. Along with the high capabilities of

modern mobile devices, local caching and sharing is pos-

sible by exploiting the correlations of user behavioral

patterns to enable mobile networking in proximity [27].

Human mobility patterns are explored to develop a content

delivery system that leverages the timing of content

broadcasting to avoid transmitting duplicate copies of

content to mobile users [28]. D2D communications may be

leveraged to share cached information in cellular networks

[29, 30]. Human mobility patterns and social tie for cach-

ing content in mobile devices for distribution via D2D

communications is also studied [31].

Both content caching and pre-fetching have been studied

in terms of economic incentive designed, including game

theoretical modeling and analysis [32, 33]. This work

extends the social welfare analysis devised in [33], for-

mulates the problem as a mechanism design, and supple-

ments the theoretical analysis with numerical evaluations

and case studies. A common theme in recent cache eco-

nomics research is to seek for service carriers’ optimal

strategies to monetize caching, from optimal caching and

pricing policies of carriers [34] to the design of caching

contracts between carriers and content providers [35].

Content caching can also be combined with dynamic

pricing. For example, users may take advantage of D2D

communications to cache content during off-peak time and

trade cached content during peak time to save payments

[36].

3 The base-case model

In this section, we first model the key interactions between

the mobile service carrier and end users with no content

pre-staging. The framework of the game is laid out and the

subgame perfect equilibrium is derived. The equilibrium

solutions for the base case serve as the basis of comparison

with the solutions for the content pre-staging case which is

analyzed in the following section. For reference, Table 1

lists the symbols and definitions of the variables, parame-

ters, and functions included in the model setup.

3.1 Formulating the carrier-user game

Before content pre-staging is adopted, the interplay is

mainly between the mobile service carrier and end users.

The carrier is of unity, i.e., there is one carrier that can be

understood as the representative of all carriers. The carrier

sets a unit price to charge end users for their data usage.

End users choose how much data to consume. The inter-

play between the carrier and end users can be formulated as

a mechanism design problem in which the carrier designs

optimal pricing mechanisms to induce the behaviors of

users to reach the profit maximization outcome.

Consider one mobile carrier with a set of end users. The

carrier sets the data access rate (denoted by p) to charge

end users, and users choose how much data to consume

given the price set by the carrier. By predicting the effect of

data access price on user behaviors, the carrier designs an

optimal pricing strategy for the purpose of profit maxi-

mization. End users own mobile devices and use them for

web browsing, video streaming, reading e-books, playing

games, taking photos, and running applications of all kinds.

Users save photos, applications, music etc. on mobile

devices so that they have both allocated/used storage

(downloaded music, applications, saved photos, etc.) and

free/unused storage on their mobile devices. Aj denotes a

representative user j’s allocated storage on mobile device.

We assume all network data demand by users comes

from accessing content provided by the content provider of
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unity. Due to possible network congestion, not all content

requests can be successfully served. The user may give up

after certain trials, and an arbitrary content request is

supposed to have a success probability of d 2 ð0; 1�. We

assume user j generates nj (a random number) network

content accesses and the average size of heterogenous

content is h, thus the realized data consumption by user j

for accessing network content is xj ¼ hnj. The user’s

optimal/desired demand for network content is corre-

spondingly
xj
d since out of all content requests, a fraction of

d is successfully served. d depends on the overall conges-

tion on the network, and it essentially measures user QoE:

the higher d is, the better is the content access quality

experienced by users.

Users value both consumption of network content and

data saved on mobile devices. User j decides on used

storage and network content access to maximize the user

surplus function denoted by Ujðxj; p;AjÞ for a given data

access rate p. We assume that end users’ preferences are

additively separable on content access and usage of mobile

device storage, i.e., Uj ¼ vjðxj; pÞ þ vjðAjÞ where user j’s

total surplus is the sum of the user surplus from network

content access and the usage of storage on mobile devices.

In addition, we assume the two components of the user

surplus function vjðxj; pÞ and vjðAjÞ have the same func-

tional form. They are both concave and second-order dif-

ferentiable with v0 [ 0 and v00\0, consistent with the

economic principles of increasing total utility and dimin-

ishing marginal utility. As shown in the second term of the

user surplus function vjðAjÞ, the size of allocated mobile

device storage chosen by user j does not depend on the data

access price p set by the carrier. When the carrier has no

access to mobile device storage, the storage allocation of

each user’s mobile device plays no role in the carrier-user

game in the base case.

We now consider the carrier’s choices of a link capacity

(X) and a data access rate (p) so as to maximize profit.

Profit is revenue minus cost. The total revenue of the

carrier is p
P

j xjðpÞ where
P

j xjðpÞ is the total data con-

sumption by all end users, depending on the data access

Table 1 Definitions of variables, parameters and functions

Variable/parameter/function Definition

p Unit data access rate set by the carrier on end users

q Unit reward received by end users for the carrier to access their mobile device storage

r Unit content pre-staging rate the carrier charges the content provider

a Content provider’s per-content advertising revenue

h Average size of web content

g Units of content the content provider chooses to pre-stage on mobile devices

nj Quantity of web content requested by representative user j

xj Realized data consumption by user j

Uj User j’s user surplus function

Vj User j’s total utility received from content access and usage of mobile device storage

sj Total storage capacity of user j’s mobile device

Aj User j’s allocated/used storage on mobile device

D(p) Realized demand for link capacity by all end users

X Link capacity of the carrier

C(X) Carrier’s total cost function to build a link capacity of X

b Carrier’s operating cost per unit of capacity

b Carrier’s per-unit marginal cost in case of network congestion

W Net social welfare

p Carrier’s profit

ES End users’ surplus

CS Content provider’s surplus

a Parameter in isoelastic utility function for risk averse agents

cj Scaling factor to differentiate user j’s self valuation of content consumption and mobile storage usage

d Success rate of users’ web content request

n Percentage of pre-staged content that is relevant

kj Lagrange multiplier associated with user j’s mobile storage cap constraint
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rate set by the carrier. The carrier’s total cost is composed

of two parts: the link capacity cost and the bottleneck

congestion cost (e.g., rationing cost of having to allocate

limited capacity or the cost of temporarily acquiring

additional capacity), both are assumed to be linear and

exogenous. Specifically, b is the unit cost of the link

capacity and b is the unit network congestion cost. Thus,

the total cost function C(X) of the carrier is as follows,

CðXÞ ¼ bX þ bðDðpÞ � XÞ ð1Þ

where DðpÞ ¼
P

j xjðpÞ is the realized demand for link

capacity by all end users at a given price p.

According to the total cost function, the carrier chooses

whether to maintain sufficient capacity in its network by

comparing the two cost parameters, b and b,

X ¼
DðpÞ if b� b

0 if bb

�

ð2Þ

We assume the cost of system failure always dominates the

operating cost of the capacity, i.e., b � b. Thus the carrier

uses the pricing strategy to manage data requests by end

users to prevent network failure from happening. The cost

function of the carrier is reduced to CðXÞ ¼ bX.

3.2 Equilibrium analysis in the base case

We derive the model solution by studying first the end

users’ optimal strategy. A representative user j takes the

data access rate set by the carrier as given and chooses data

access request so as to maximize user surplus Uj. We

denote this optimal demand for data as x�j ðpÞ=d. Realized

or served user demand is thus x�j .

We take an isoelastic utility function, a commonly used

functional form of utility in economics that satisfies both

increasing and concave properties of utility. Specifically, it

is the only class of utility functions with constant relative

risk aversion. The parameter (denoted by a) in Eq. (3) is

positive for risk averse agents. It is isoelastic because the

optimal decision at given level of wealth is also optimal for

another level of wealth. In the context of mobile storage

allocation, this type of utility function leads to a constant

proportionate allocation of mobile storage between used

and unused storage by individual end users regardless of

the actual size of mobile storage [37, 38].

Users benefit from accessing web content and using

mobile device storage. Users also have to pay for data

usage. The difference between user benefit and cost is

defined as user surplus. User j’s optimal choices of web

content consumption (xj) and mobile storage usage (Aj)

satisfy the following user surplus maximization problem:

max
xj;Aj

Uj ¼
ðxj=dÞ1�aj

1 � aj
þ cj

A
1�aj
j

1 � aj
� pxj

s.t. Aj � sj

ð3Þ

where sj is the total storage capacity of user j’s mobile

device. cj is a scaling factor to differentiate user j’s self

valuation of web content consumption and allocated

mobile device storage. If the user prefers web content to

data saved on allocated storage, cj\1. If the user assigns a

higher value on data stored on mobile device than

accessing online content, cj [ 1. Users incur a data cost

increasing in data access rate and the volume of data

consumption. By setting the data access rate, the carrier

may use its pricing strategy to affect end users’ choice of

web content consumption. Note the user’s choices of xj and

Aj are not interdependent in the base case. They would

become interdependent in the extended pre-staging model

in Sect. 4.

We use the underline to denote the optimal solutions to

the base model. The first order condition of Eq. (3) with

respect to xj provides us with the realized web data demand

by user j,

x�j ¼ p
� 1

ajd
1� 1

aj ð4Þ

The quantity of content access by the user is accordingly

n�j ¼
x�j
h ¼ p

� 1
ajd

ð1� 1
aj
Þ

h .

In the base case, how much storage users occupy is

independent of the carrier’s decisions. The optimal choice

of Aj can be found from the first order condition of Eq. (3)

with respect to Aj,

A�
j ¼ ðkj

cj
Þ�

1
aj ð5Þ

where kj is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the

mobile storage cap constraint.

Next we consider the carrier’s profit (p) maximization

strategy by choosing data access rate p and link capacity X

so that the price limits end users’ actual Internet content

access to no higher than the carrier’s chosen capacity,

max
p;X

p ¼ p
X

j

x�j � bX

s.t.
X

j

x�j �X
ð6Þ

Given a price p, the carrier can find X�ðpÞ, the optimal link

capacity as a function of the price so as to maximize profit.

We use SðpÞ ¼ X�ðpÞ to denote this supply side function.

When end users and the carrier are at a market equilibrium,

supply equals demand, i.e., SðpÞ ¼ DðpÞ. At such an
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equilibrium price p�, each end user maximizes user surplus

by consuming x�j ðp�Þ link capacity, and the carrier maxi-

mizes profit by providing just enough capacity X�ðp�Þ ¼
P

j x
�
j ðp�Þ ¼

P
j p

�� 1
ajd

1� 1
aj from Eq. (4). The carrier’s

optimal profit is p� ¼ ðp� � bÞ
P

j p
�� 1

ajd
1� 1

aj where ðp� �
bÞ is the per-unit profit.

Suppose initially there is no contractual relationship

between the carrier and the content provider to pre-stage

content. The content provider thus plays no part in the

game between the carrier and its end users. Assuming the

pre-staged content includes both non-advertising and

advertising content, which generates revenue for the con-

tent provider, and the cost function of the content provider

is held fixed, therefore maximizing profit is equivalent to

generating the maximum advertising revenue to the content

provider. We suppose the content provider earns an aver-

age revenue a for a content of average size h. The adver-

tising revenue received by the content provider in the base

case is hence a
P

j n
�
j ðpÞ ¼ a

h

P
j p

�� 1
ajd

1� 1
aj where a

h is the

per-unit advertising revenue.

4 Three-player pre-staging game

This section expands the base model by accommodating

the practice of content pre-staging. In particular, the carrier

implements the content localization policy to have access

to unused storage on end users’ mobile devices. In the

meantime, the carrier forms a contractual relationship with

the content provider to pre-stage selected content on

mobile devices. To facilitate the practice of pushing con-

tent to local mobile device storage, the carrier provides

proper financial incentives for the content provider and end

users to cooperate.

4.1 Formulating mobile device storage access
game

In principle, pushing content to mobile device storage may

benefit the mobile carrier by saving link capacity and

generating content pre-staging revenue. Content pre-stag-

ing may also improve user QoE and guarantee stable ad-

vertising income to the content provider. Realizing said

potential gains requires properly chosen pricing schemes.

To formulate pre-staging, we add a third party, the content

provider to the game (Fig. 1).

In the extended three-party game, the carrier sets three

prices, the data access rate (denoted by p), the reward rate

to pay end users for the usage of their mobile device

storage (denoted by q), and the content pre-staging rate

charged to the content provider (denoted by r). All the

three prices are on a per-unit basis. To focus the analysis on

the two new prices q and r associated with content local-

ization, we suppose the carrier keeps the same data access

rate as in the base case, i.e., p� ¼ p�, and chooses optimal

q and r. The content provider responds by determining the

maximum amount of content it is willing to pay to store

locally. End users respond by choosing how much content

to consume and the distribution of mobile device storage

between allocated space and unused space. The unused

space is the part of mobile device storage available for the

carrier to access.

An essential challenge for the success of content pre-

staging is the relevance of pre-staged content. Even with

the increased storage capabilities, it is not possible to

completely anticipate the content needed by a user. It is

also unlikely that all the pre-staged content is useless.

Thus, we assume that a fraction of n 2 ð0; 1Þ content loa-

ded onto mobile devices is relevant, and assume the

advertising revenue is linearly proportional to the volume

of advertising content being viewed. These are simplifying

assumptions for the purpose of tractability and they do not

fundamentally affect the model conclusions.

4.2 Content provider’s best response

In contrast to the base case, maximizing the content pro-

vider’s profit is no longer equivalent to maximizing its

advertising revenue when the content provider can pay a

fee to pre-stage content. The content provider’s advertising

revenue depends on end users’ access to content. The

content provider’s decision-making is to choose the quan-

tity of content to pre-stage on mobile devices, up to the

maximum available unoccupied storage.

Content

Adver�sing Revenue

Mobile Carrier / ISP

Content 
Provider

End Users

Fig. 1 The economic relationships between the mobile carrier, the

content provider, and users in the content pre-staging game
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The content provider would be willing to pre-stage

content on mobile devices if the increased advertising

revenue exceeded the cost of pre-staging. If the content is

not pre-staged, it is successfully accessed with a probability

of d, as in the base case. Staging content locally increases

the chance of the content being accessed by nð1 � dÞ. The

per-unit gain in advertising revenue of pre-staged content is
anð1�dÞ

h .

Let g be the units of content that the content provider

chooses to pre-stage on mobile devices. Given the pre-

staging rate set by the carrier, the content provider’s best

response g� is straightforward as follows.

g� ¼
P

jðsj � AjÞ=h if r� anð1 � dÞ=h
0 if r[ anð1 � dÞ=h

�

ð7Þ

That is, the content provider would choose to pre-stage the

maximum possible content as long as the gain of pre-

staging exceeds the cost. The content provider’s advertis-

ing revenue along with profit would increase in this case.

4.3 End users’ best response

The surplus function of end users depends on the costs and

benefits associated with user access to Internet content and

mobile device storage. In contrast to the base case, users

now face a tradeoff between their own mobile device

storage usage and the forgone possible reward for unused

storage to be incorporated into the carrier’s system

capacity. The amount of mobile device storage that users

would be willing to share to the carrier depends on the

reward rate. Therefore, the current form of the user surplus

function is Ujðxj; p;AjðqÞÞ where user j’s choice of allo-

cated mobile device storage depends on the reward rate

q set by the carrier.

Users do not have to be aware of whether a particular

content is pre-staged or not. User j consumes xj amount of

data towards the goal of maximizing user surplus, of which

nðsj � AjÞ is served locally with pre-staged content. The

rest is delivered directly from the content provider via the

bottleneck link with the size of xj � nðsj � AjÞ. User j’s

total demand for data is thus
xj�nðsj�AjÞ

d þ nðsj � AjÞ, and the

user’s net data cost is pxj � qðsj � AjÞ, data consumption

fee net of rewards received from sharing mobile device

storage with the carrier.

Taking an isoelastic utility function, user j’s maxi-

mization problem is

max
xj;Aj

Uj ¼
xj�nðsj�AjÞ

d þ nðsj � AjÞ
n o1�aj

1 � aj

þ cj
A

1�aj
j

1 � aj
� ðpxj � qðsj � AjÞÞ

s.t. Aj � sj

ð8Þ

Given the data access rate p, user j’s optimal choice of data

consumption x�j is provided by the first order condition of

Eq. (8) as

x�j ¼ p
� 1

ajd
1� 1

aj þ nð1 � dÞðsj � AjÞ ð9Þ

At this content access level, the user generates

a
h fp

� 1
ajd

1� 1
aj þ nð1 � dÞðsj � AjÞg advertising revenue to the

content provider. Pre-staging a certain content increases the

probability of successful access by nð1 � dÞ. When the

content provider chooses to take full unused storage on

mobile devices, user j’s actual content consumption

increases by nð1 � dÞðsj � AjÞ (from Eq. (4) to Eq. (9)) at

the same data access rate.

From the first order condition of Eq. (8) with respect to

Aj and replacing xj with its optimal solution in Eq. (9), we

derive the optimal allocated storage usage by user j as

ðq�pnð1�dÞ
cj

Þ
� 1

aj . Considering the mobile storage cap con-

straint, the user’s optimal choice of allocated mobile device

storage A�
j is

A�
j ¼ min

q� pnð1 � dÞ
cj

 !� 1
aj

; sj

8
<

:

9
=

;
ð10Þ

4.4 The carrier’s decision

When unused mobile device storage is manageable by the

carrier, it becomes part of the system capacity of the car-

rier, and may be allocated as seen fit by the carrier to pre-

stage selected content. The carrier’s own link capacity is

used to serve users’ online content access requests that

cannot be fulfilled locally.

The carrier has two revenue sources: data consumption

payment by end users and content pre-staging payment by

the content provider. The carrier’s costs include the cost of

link capacity and the rewards to end users for the usage of

their mobile device storage. The carrier decides on three

rates (p, q, r) and chooses a link capacity (X) with the goal

of maximizing profit.
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max
p;q;r;X

p ¼ p
X

j

xj þ rhg� q
X

j

ðsj � AjÞ � bX

s.t.
X

j

fxj � nðsj � AjÞg�X
ð11Þ

In optimum, the actual link capacity consumed by end

users must be equal to the link capacity chosen by the

carrier, i.e.,
P

jfx�j � nðsj � A�
j Þg ¼ X. The choice of

optimal capacity X� and the optimal data access price p�

have the following relationship.

X� ¼
X

j

p�
� 1

ajd
1� 1

aj � dnðsj � A�
j Þ

n o

ð12Þ

We call the triple ðp�; q�; r�Þ the optimal pricing mecha-

nism of the carrier. To solve for the mechanism, we turn to

social welfare analysis of how content pre-staging may

affect the combined economic well-being of the mobile

service business as a whole and individual interested par-

ties respectively.

5 Social welfare and optimal pricing

In this section, we illustrate the economic impacts of

content pre-staging on social welfare, i.e., the combined

welfare of the mobile carrier, end users, and the content

provider. We also discuss how to introduce proper financial

incentives to facilitate pre-staging in practice, based on

which the carrier’s pricing mechanism is derived.

5.1 Pre-staging increases social welfare

Combining the economic well-being of the carrier, end

users, and the content provider, the social welfare function

is of the following form:

W ¼ pþ ESþ CS ð13Þ

where W = net social welfare, p = profit of the carrier, ES =

end users’ surplus, and CS = the content provider’s surplus.

Since the payments made by one party to another (such as

content pre-staging fee paid to the carrier by the content

provider or the data access payment end users make to the

carrier) do not affect social welfare, the net economic

benefit of mobile service business depends on users’ val-

uation of mobile services and the usage of mobile devices,

the carrier’s costs of providing mobile services, and the

advertising revenue generated from users’ content access,

i.e.,

W ¼
X

j

Vj � bX þ a
X

j

xj

h ð14Þ

where Vj is user j’s total utility received from content

access and the usage of mobile device storage.

Compared to the base case, the change in social welfare

is

DW ¼ D
X

j

Vj þ
a

h
D
X

j

xj � DbX ð15Þ

In particular, the change in the carrier’s link capacity cost

is

DbX ¼ bðX� � X�Þ

¼ �b
X

j

d
1� 1

ajðp��
1
aj � p�

� 1
ajÞ þ dn

X

j

ðsj � A�
j Þ

( )

ð16Þ

The change in the content provider’s advertising revenue is

a

h
D
X

j

xj ¼
a

h

X

j

d
1� 1

ajðp��
1
aj � p�

� 1
ajÞ

(

þð1 � dÞn
X

j

ðsj � A�
j Þ
) ð17Þ

The change in end users’ total utility depends on the

change in utility from accessing content and allocated

mobile device storage where

D
X

j

VðxjÞ ¼
X

j

p�
� 1

ajd
1� 1

aj þ ð1 � dÞnðsj � A�
j Þ

� �1�aj

1 � aj

8
><

>:

�
ðp��

1
ajd

1� 1
ajÞ1�aj

1 � aj

9
=

;

ð18Þ

D
X

j

VðAjÞ ¼cj
X

j

ðminfq
��p�nð1�dÞ

cj
Þ
� 1

aj ; sjgÞ1�aj

1 � aj

8
><

>:

�
kj
cj

� ��1�aj
aj

1 � aj

9
>>=

>>;

ð19Þ

For simplicity, let q� � p�ð1 � dÞ ¼ k for all end users so

that users do not change the way they use mobile device

storage, thus A� ¼ A� and D
P

j Vj ¼ D
P

j VðxjÞ. Alterna-

tively, suppose at the initial optimal mobile storage con-

sumption level A�, the marginal cost of giving up one unit

of storage is equal to the mobile storage access fee q, then

the user is neutral to the financial reward of q regarding

whether to give up own usage of mobile storage to earn

rewards.
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If the carrier charges the same data access rate with or

without pre-staging, i.e., p� ¼ p�, then all of the three

components of social welfare improves.

D
X

j

Vj ¼
X

j

ðp��
1
ajd

1� 1
aj þ ð1 � dÞnðsj � A�

j ÞÞ
1�aj

1 � aj

8
<

:

�ðp��
1
ajd

1� 1
ajÞ1�aj

1 � aj

)

[ 0

ð20Þ
a

h
D
X

j

xj ¼
a

h
ð1 � dÞn

X

j

ðsj � A�
j Þ[ 0 ð21Þ

DbX ¼� bdn
X

j

ðsj � A�
j Þ\0 ð22Þ

That is, user utility increases as they consume more con-

tent; the advertising revenue increases from increased

content viewing by users; link capacity cost is saved as part

of the content demand is met locally, hence DW[ 0. Pre-

staging content on mobile devices increases the combined

economic well-being of the three interested parties.

However, there is still one question remaining: how are

the improved efficiency and benefits of the mobile service

business distributed among the parties?

5.2 Carrier’s pricing mechanism

To provide financial incentives for each party, the distri-

bution of the gains must satisfy Dp� 0, DES� 0, and

DCS� 0 when compared to the base case. That is, in case

of content pre-staging, no party shall be worse off than the

no-pre-staging scenario.

For the content provider, DCS� 0 requires that the

increased advertising revenue from content pre-staging

must be no less than the pre-staging cost of the content, i.e.,

a

h
D
X

j

xj � r
X

j

ðsj � A�
j Þ ð23Þ

Combining Eqs. (21) and (23), we derive

r 2 0;
anð1 � dÞ

h

� �

which is consistent with the best response of the content

provider in 4.2.

For end users, their gain in user surplus is

DES ¼ D
X

j

Vj þ q
X

j

ðsj � AjÞ[ 0

so that users gain at any level of reward rate q for content

pre-staging on mobile devices. Therefore, the lower bound

on q is zero, and the theoretical upper bound satisfies

Dp ¼ 0.

The change in the carrier’s profit is

Dp ¼ r
X

j

ðsj � AjÞ � q
X

j

ðsj � AjÞ � DbX

Combined with Eq. (22) we get

Dp ¼ ðr � qþ bdnÞ
X

j

ðsj � AjÞ ð24Þ

When Dp ¼ 0, q ¼ r þ bdn thus the feasible range of pre-

staging reward payment to end users is

q 2 ½0; r þ bdn�

Accordingly, Dp� 0. It is reasonable to assume that in

practice, the carrier must tend to charge a higher content

pre-staging fee to the content provider than the reward paid

to users, i.e., r[ q, thus the profitability of the carrier

increases in case of content pre-staging.

In summary, when the carrier initiates content local-

ization mechanism with no change in service charge to end

users, the carrier’s optimal pricing mechanism is

ðp� ¼ p�; q� ¼ 0; r� ¼ anð1�dÞ
h Þ. In this case, users gain from

improved QoE and more content access, the content pro-

vider is equally well between content pre-staging or not,

and the carrier receives the maximum possible gain in

profitability.

Dp� ¼ anð1 � dÞ
h

þ bdn

� �X

j

ðsj � A�
j Þ ð25Þ

Note the socially optimal value of r or q is not unique. The

actual values of q and r determine only the income distri-

bution among the carrier, the content provider, and end

users with no impact on social welfare as long as q and r

fall in the specified ranges.

5.3 Further discussions

Charging the content provider a pre-staging rate of
anð1�dÞ

h

may not be feasible since the content provider does not

gain from content pre-staging and thus has a lack of

incentive to pre-stage. To motivate the content provider,

the carrier may lower r to share profit with the content

provider. The increase in profitability of the mobile service

business (Dp�) may be shared between the carrier and the

content provider in an arbitrary manner.

In the carrier’s optimal pricing solution, users receive no

financial rewards for content localization but rather gain

from improved QoE and increased content consumption at

q� ¼ 0. For customer willingness to participate, q� may

have to be positive to overcome psychological hurdles such

as users’ unwillingness to yield part of the control over

their mobile devices to the carrier out of privacy or own-

ership concerns.
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End users may receive financial gains from content pre-

staging in two alternative ways: being rewarded a fee for

the carrier’s usage of their mobile device storage, as in the

model setup, or via reduced or discounted data access rate

tailored to the level of pre-staging. Charge-then-refund

practice has entered the pricing model of the mobile

industry when it appeared as part of the pricing structure of

Google Fi: Google will refund the customer at the end of

the month for any data purchased but not used [39]. The

refund idea in the content pre-staging context is to refund

the customer for any mobile device storage occupied by the

carrier to pre-stage. Direct reward and indirect refund are

equivalent at appropriately chosen prices. The difference is

whether the financial benefit to end users is perceived

explicitly. We recommend the reward practice because an

explicit monetary gain is more likely to induce end users to

comply.

Besides prices, the most important factor determining

how effective pre-staging can be is the relevance of pre-

staged content. As shown in Eqs. (20)–(22), all three

components of changes in social welfare are affected by the

relevance of selected content, and social welfare is posi-

tively related to parameter n. The carrier and the content

provider must have the answer to the question ‘‘what

content to pre-stage in order to increase the probability of a

content hit?’’ One possibility for targeted pre-staging is

based on machine learning over information collected

through online activities of users, e.g., locations, purchase

history, social networks, similar to targeted advertising.

While there has been research on intelligent content

caching [40, 41], development of algorithms for intelligent

content pre-staging is beyond the scope of this paper,

which explores the economic implications of content pre-

staging.

The content pre-staging policy requires mechanism

design. The two new rates (the reward received by users for

sharing unused mobile storage and the content pre-staging

rate charged to the content provider) introduced by the pre-

staging policy serve as two price mechanisms to change the

incentives of end users and the content provider to reach

the desired outcome.

Since this paper aims at studying the economic impli-

cations of content pre-staging, it considers a simplified pre-

staging policy that is non-discriminatory. End users and

content providers are both of one type with similar pref-

erences. The prices charged to users and the content pro-

vider, or the reward to users are all flat rate. A formal

mechanism design analysis would be a worthwhile topic of

future research to focus on the mobile carrier’s profit-

maximizing pricing strategy and the design of pre-staging

policy in a game of incomplete information with agents of

different types. Various pre-staging and pricing mecha-

nisms could be designed to induce the best outcome for the

mobile carrier. Mechanisms could also be designed to

constrain the behavior of the carrier as individual incen-

tives are not always aligned with social incentives.

6 Case study and evaluation

In this section, we further study a few key issues discussed

in previous sections via numerical examples and graphical

illustrations. Throughout the numerical simulation, the

values of parameters are estimated, and both the utility

function and the cost function take the format as specified

in the model setup. The analytics demonstrate the model

solutions, especially the important relationship between the

pricing strategy of the mobile carrier and the sharing of

improved economic welfare among the three stakeholders

involved in the content pre-staging game.

6.1 Determinants of welfare effects of content
pre-staging

First, we study the range of feasible content pre-staging

rate by estimating the additional advertising revenue that

content pre-staging may generate. According to the Internet

Advertising Revenue Report by PricewaterhouseCoopers

[42], in the first half of 2018, digital video advertising

revenues on mobile devices comprise about 60% of all

digital video ad revenues, reaching $4:2 billion, and 220

million users stream 47 billion digital videos in a typical

month. Based on this data, we suppose 28 billion digital

videos is mobile stream (about 60% of total streaming) per

month, equivalent to 168 billion digital videos for a half

year. Therefore, per-video advertising revenue generated is

estimated to be a ¼ $0:025. Watching Netflix uses about 1

GB of data per hour for each stream of standard definition

video, and up to 3 GB per hour for each stream of HD

video. Suppose the average time of digital video is 3

minutes, then the per-GB advertising revenue received by

the content provider would be about a
h ¼ $0:50.

The range of both the relevance rate of pre-staged

content (n) and the success rate of users’ web content

request (d) is between 0 and 1. Figure 2 shows how the

theoretical upper bound on content pre-staging rate (r)

depends on the two parameters. Note Fig. 2 also illustrates

the increased advertising revenue due to content pre-stag-

ing when the shared storage on user mobile device is

normalized to one (i.e., sj � A�
j ¼ 1), from Eq. (21). As

shown, the range of maximum possible r is between $0 and

$0:50. The best case for content pre-staging is when all pre-

staged contents are relevant, i,e., n ¼ 1, and no online

content request can be completed, i.e., d ¼ 0, then the

carrier may charge the content provider a content pre-
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staging rate up to per-GB advertising revenue of r ¼ $0:50.

The worst case for content pre-staging is when none of the

pre-staged content is relevant and all web content requests

are fulfilled, then the carrier would not be able to charge

content pre-staging fee on the content provider, i.e.,

r ¼ $0. The range of pre-staging rate is increasing in

advertising revenue which sets the theoretical upper bound

on the pre-staging rate. At any fn; dg combination, as long

as the actual content pre-staging rate is lower than that

shown in Fig. 2, the welfare-improving condition for the

content provider as in Eq. (23) is satisfied, i.e., the content

provider is better off than the base case of no content pre-

staging.

Next, we evaluate how the gain in the profitability of the

mobile carrier depends on its price setting. According to

the released wireless pricing data for the Big Four mobile

network providers (AT&T, Verizon, Spring, and T-Mobile)

[43], the average price of the Big Four for 1 GB of data

across the board is $13.01. Considering the fact that intense

competition among the Big Four has driven down prices

for years [44], we set the data access rate at p ¼ $10 per

GB in the numerical example, which is converted into an

operating cost of b ¼ $8 per GB if the carrier’s operating

margin is 20% [45].

The profit-driven mobile carrier would want to maxi-

mize the content pre-staging rate charged to the content

provider (r ¼ r�) and minimize the reward paid to end

users for pre-staging content on their mobile device

(q ¼ 0). At a
h ¼ $0:50 and b ¼ $8, the carrier’s per-unit

maximum possible profit received from accessing end

users’ mobile device storage is Mp� ¼ 0:5nþ 7:5dn from

Eq. (25), as illustrated in Fig. 3. It is also the overall

possible welfare gain of content pre-staging that is

increasing both in the content relevance rate and the web

request success rate. This is the optimal case for the mobile

carrier as it would receive all the gains of content pre-

staging, leaving the content provider no difference as in the

base case of no content pre-staging.

The increased profit of mobile service business comes

from two sources: increased advertising revenue and saved

operating cost. In particular, the carrier’s saved operating

cost is 8 	 d	 n per GB for each unit of the mobile device

storage used (from Eq. (22)). The cost benefit the carrier

may receive from content pre-staging is increasing in both

the content relevance rate and the web request success rate.

How total utility for user j changes with the relevance

rate of pre-staged content and the success rate of web

content request is shown in Fig. 4. We normalize the

shared storage on user mobile device in Eq. (20) (i.e.,

sj � A�
j ¼ 1). At p ¼ $10 and a ¼ 0:5. Content pre-staging

on local mobile device storage increases users’ consump-

tion of content, which leads to the increase in user utility,

hence end users are better off regardless whether they

receive additional payments for sharing mobile device

storage with the carrier. The plausible reward the carrier

may offer is a bonus.

6.2 Profit sharing between carrier and content
provider

As shown earlier in Fig. 3, the maximum possible gain that

content pre-staging may generate to the mobile service

derives from both the increased advertising revenue and the

saved operating cost. The saved cost part of the gain is

Fig. 2 Cap on content pre-

staging rate (r): pre-staging rate

is capped by the increased

advertising revenue generated

from content pre-staging that is

increasing in content relevance

rate and decreasing in web

request success rate
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specific to the mobile carrier. Specifically, how is the gain

from increased advertising revenue distributed between the

carrier and the content provider depends on the content pre-

staging rate the carrier charges the content provider. If the

content provider is charged a pre-staging rate up to the cap,

e.g., r ¼ $0:50 as in the numerical example, the content

provider would be equally well as in the base case, thus

lacking financial incentive to pre-stage content. As long as

the pre-staging rate is below the cap, content pre-staging is

mutually beneficial for the mobile carrier and the content

provider. The two parties will share this part of the

increased profit related to increased advertising revenue.

Figure 5 provides an example of profit sharing by the

carrier and the content provider at d ¼ n ¼ 0:5. In this

case, the per-unit increase in profit with content pre-staging

is $2:125, comprising $0:125 in advertising revenue and

$2:0 in saved operating cost. The saved cost is specific to

the carrier. The content provider can share the increased

profit up to $0:125. The split of the gain in advertising

revenue between the carrier and the content provider is

arbitrary. Figure 5 is a simplified linear case where the per-

unit advertising revenue generated from increased content

consumption is constant, or constant marginal revenue

(MR) in economic terminology. In this case, the content

Fig. 3 Carrier’s maximum

possible pre-staging profit,

which is also the overall

monetary gain of content pre-

staging that is increasing in both

content relevance rate and web

request success rate. In the

carrier’s optimal pricing case,

the carrier receives all the

increased profits, leaving the

content provider equally well as

in the base case

Fig. 4 Increased user utility per

shared mobile storage: content

pre-staging increases users’

consumption of content. The

increase in user utility is

increasing in content relevance

rate and decreasing in content

request success rate
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provider’s choice of pre-staging content on users’ mobile

devices is binary: it will pre-stage the maximum units if the

pre-staging rate is below the increased advertising revenue;

it will not choose to pre-stage if the pre-staging rate is

above the increased advertising revenue.

Nevertheless, the marginal revenue is likely to be

diminishing, i.e., additional advertising revenue is

increasing in users’ content access at a decreasing rate, so

that the content pre-staging rate imposed on the content

provider will affect the quantity of pre-staging. Figure 6

illustrates how the pre-staging rate (r) may affect the

quantity of content pre-staging choice (Q) by the content

provider (and hence social welfare of content pre-staging),

and how the increased advertising profit is shared by the

carrier and the content provider in case of diminishing

marginal revenue.

We suppose the marginal cost (MC) for the content

provider to supply an additional unit of content is constant

(assuming increasing marginal cost does not change any

insights). In Fig. 6, the upper MR curve is the marginal

revenue generated from an additional unit of content access

by end users. In absence of content pre-staging fee (i.e.,

r ¼ 0), the content provider chooses to pre-stage Q1 units

of content. The profit (and social welfare) is represented by

area ADG, which all goes to the content provider because

there is no pre-staging fee. When the carrier charges a pre-

staging rate of r, the content provider’s marginal revenue

curve shifts down and the vertical distance between the two

MR curves is the pre-staging rate. At presence of the fee,

the content provider chooses to pre-stage a quantity of

Q2\Q1. The total profit is area ADFE, of which the area

of CDFE goes to the carrier, and the area of ACE is

received by the content provider. The area EFG is the

foregone advertising revenue due to the fee, a net decrease

in social welfare, i.e., the deadweight loss. Apparently,

charging a content pre-staging fee benefits the carrier,

harms the content provider, and the whole economy loses.

Therefore, when marginal advertising revenue is decreas-

ing, it is socially optimal to have free content pre-staging

so that all the possible gains of pre-staging would be

achieved. Nevertheless, since the carrier is a stakeholder

rather than a benevolent social planner, it would charge a

fee to earn profit. The larger the fee, the bigger the dead-

weight loss.

To sum, content pre-staging is socially beneficial. When

the per-unit advertising revenue is unrelated to the total

quantity of content consumption, the content pre-staging

Fig. 5 Profit sharing by carrier

and content provider: content

pre-staging increases the

profitability of mobile services

via increased advertising

revenue and saved capacity

cost. The latter is specific to the

carrier. The carrier and the

content provider may share the

former in an arbitrary way

A

B

C

D

Deadweight Loss

GF

E

r

Q1Q2

Revenue
/Cost ($)

MR’=f(a/θ, xj) - r

MR=f(a/θ, xj)

MC

Units of Content

Fig. 6 When advertising revenue is increasing at a decreasing rate in

pre-staged content, social welfare decreases as the content pre-staging

rate increases, resulting in a deadweight loss
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rate does not change the gain of pre-staging. It results in

merely a transfer of profit between the content provider and

the mobile carrier although the sharing of profit can be

arbitrary. When the per-unit advertising revenue is

decreasing in content consumption, an increase in pre-

staging rate decreases quantity of content pre-staging

chosen by the content provider, resulting in a deadweight

loss. It would be socially optimal to set pre-staging rate at

r ¼ 0.

7 Conclusion

One of the largest challenges in wireless communications

has been the dramatic growth in demands for data. In this

paper, we studied the economic implications of pre-staging

selected content on unused mobile device storage. The

interactions among the mobile carrier, the content provider,

and end users were formulated in a game theoretic

framework as a mechanism design problem, in which the

carrier designs the pre-staging policy and pricing mecha-

nisms to maximize profit by predicting the best responses

of end users and the content provider. Equilibrium solu-

tions were derived and analyzed. We investigated the

pricing strategies of the mobile carrier to reach the optimal

operation point of the system by providing proper financial

incentives to the content provider and end users. We

showed that content localization via carrier-accessible

mobile device storage is socially welfare enhancing, i.e., it

increases the combined benefits of all interested parties and

improves efficiency in capacity management of the mobile

service business.
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